
Pop Up Let It Snow Card By Cathy Andronicou

Materials Used:
Penny Black: 51-268 A Blizzard, 51-058 Joyous Wishes, 51-274 Snowflake Duo, 51-283 Winter 
Snow Script, 51-272 Snowman Joy, 51-051 Tabs and Toggles, 80-012 Winter Time Designer Paper 
Pad, 30-390 Let’s Chill.

Other: Chameleon Color Tones Pens; Summer Sky, Lagoon, Baby Blue, Dusty Rose, Bark and 
Nude. Stardust Stickles, Versafine Deep Lagoon and Memento Tuxedo Black ink, Tim Holtz 
Distress Stain Tumbled Glass, Spellbinders Nesting Ovals and Scalloped Ovals, Framed Floral 
S2-110, Crystals, Recollections Mixed Media chipboard flower, Gauze, Snowball Ribbon, 
Turquoise, White, Turquoise and Brown Card, Thread, Glue and 
Foam pads.

Instructions:
Inside of card

Die cut large snowflake from Snowflake Duo die using white 
card, and also cut the Winter Snow Script and Snowman Joy 
from white card.  Trim the snowbank on the winter cut out to 
measure 1 3/4” deep.

 Fuse the Summer Sky Chameleon pen for 3 seconds and 
color the ‘h’ working from top to bottom to get an ombre effect 
repeat for each letter.
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Color the arms and the nose of the snowman using the Bark pen (fuse for 3 
seconds to make the nose lighter than the arms).

Daub some distress stain onto a craft sheet and add shadows to 
the snow bank and snowman, then colour the word winter, allow to 
dry. Add Stickles to the word ‘winter’.

Fold some thin white card to create a card blank measuring 5 3/4” square, then cut 1” in from the 

fold line and 1 1/2” deep, fold the middle section of the cut inwards to 
create a pop up as seen in the images.

Add Patterned paper to the back panel of the pop up and trim, use 
the trimmings to add a double line of patterned paper on the other 
side.
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Die cut Tab using tabs and 
toggles die (keep the semi 
circle for another card 
project). Adhere happy 
sentiment and then glue to 
arms of snowman and add 
stickle to white areas.

Attach snowman and snowflake to pop up insert. Then stamp sentiment 
lets chill inside using Deep Lagoon ink.   After making the card I added 
little black dots to the snowman’s mouth to make it more noticeable.   
The pop up insert is now ready to be glued inside the card.

Outside Of Card

Stamp girl using 
Memento tuxedo 
Black ink onto 
white card (I have 
used Bee Paper). 
Color in the image 
using Chameleon 
alcohol pens, using 
3-5 second fuse 
times for each 
element. Hat and 
Scarf coloured 
using Sky Blue, fur 
coloured with Baby 
Blue, Coat with 
Lagoon, Face and 
Cheeks with Nude 
and Dusty Pink. 
Fussy Cut.
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Create a white card mat measuring 5 3/4” square and attach a piece of 
patterned paper 5 1/4” square by stitching around the edge.

Mount onto a turquoise card base measuring 6” square and 
then die cut sentiment from brown card, add snowball ribbon 
and gauze to front, cut chipboard flower embellishment in half 
and adhere to the gauze.

Die cut snowflakes, mounts and frames from white card 
and patterned paper. Trim of flowers from frame, layer 
and arrange snowflakes, add crystals to centres of 
snowflakes and attach girl, mount onto card base with 
dimensional foam pads to finish.


